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EDITOR’S LETTER

W

hat a year it has
been! I hope everyone
had as much fun as I
did. I was thankful to
successfully fill a horns
shorter antelope tag as
well as an area 10 deer tag. Now that big
game is over, I have shifted my focus to
chukar. I like to get out to Capital City
Gun Club frequently to practice for
chukar and in November, I had a shot
at winning a bird much larger than a
chukar. Rocky and I participated in the
annual turkey shoot. Last year we both
spent about $50 collectively and didn’t
come home with a thing. This year,
Rocky was a sharp shooter and won 3
frozen turkeys! I get so excited hearing
about everyone’s hunting stories. It is
always incredibly rewarding being on
someone’s first hunt. A friend of mine
came to me wanting to experience
hunting and be able to provide for her
family, so she jumped on board and
we both drew a horns shorter antelope
tag. She had never been hunting, but
she was a trooper and jumped in head
first. After taking her shooting a few
times, I could tell she was a natural.
She was able to successfully harvest a
doe antelope and we had the best time!
The memories made that weekend are
unforgettable and I was so proud of her!
2019 was a busy year for NBU. This
year was our most successful banquet
year yet and it is safe to say that NBU
will continue on with this tradition. We
helped participate in several sheep trap
and transplant projects early in the
year and also participated in one this

October. I help participate in
the 2 day October capture in
the East Range and Stillwater
Range.
51
sheep
were
brought over to the Mineral
Mountains near Beaver, Utah
and 2 wildlife commissioners
helped at their very first
bighorn capture! We are all
very proud to share our state
animal that Nevada has been
so successful in restoring
with several herds that
number over 500 animals.
We are also thankful for the
long partnership we have
had with Utah and other
states. Stay tuned for more
projects in the making!
This journal issue has a great
variety of hunting photos and some
excellent throwback photos! I appreciate
you all for making the NBU journal so
remarkable! The recipe included in this
issue is from Wild and Whole and it
looks absolutely delicious. She is also
a contributing editor to Steve Rinella’s
Meat Eater Wild Foods. Check out her
website – you won’t be disappointed!
It is already banquet planning time for
your NBU directors. We are beginning
the planning stages and will be going
full throttle come January. This year’s
banquet is on April 3, 2020, and it is our
40th anniversary! Can you believe it?!
We will be doing many special things
at this year’s banquet to showcase 40
years of hard work that NBU and our
volunteers and members have provided.
Don’t miss this event!
Enjoy your holiday with friends and
family and take a moment to look back
at what an incredible year this has been.
I am proud to be a part of NBU and I
have met so many amazing people this
year. NBU’s volunteers dedicate more
time to projects in this state than I have
ever seen with any other organization. It
is truly something to be proud of and the
wildlife in this state is a clear reflection
of your dedication.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I

hope everyone has had a successful hunting season
so far. As the year closes out, we look back an eventful
year for NBU. I’d like to touch upon one event that
was very successful. A coalition of NGOs came together
for an educational screening of Horse Rich & Dirt Poor. This
included a panel discussion by Nevada lands, wildlife and
wild horse experts. We encouraged the audience to submit
workable management solutions to achieve healthy Nevada
lands, wildlife and wild horses.
Currently we have 80,000 to 88,000 free roaming horses
and burros in 5* western states. We have 50,000 additional
horses in captivity in large pens. Nevada has the largest
population of horses and burros. Approximately 4,000
horses* are adopted out each year from the holding pens.
Nevada is also the driest state in the country. I hope we can
all concede that there is a finite amount of forage and water
available for all the animals and critters that come to the
table to eat and drink.

IT’S IN YOUR NATURE.

TM

Let’s face it, hunting isn’t just something you do. It’s who you are. At Cabela’s, we feel the same way.
That’s why it’s in our nature to support you with thousands of experts, more than 50 years of
experience and every last bit of expertise, so you can treasure this passion for the rest of your days.

RENO, NV • 775.829.4100 • CABELAS.COM/RENO

The Wild Horse and Burros Act of 1971 allowed for 26,760*
free roaming horses and burros to co-exist with native
species on public land. The Federal Government came to
this number only after a formal environmental study was
conducted. They used the best scientific tools they had at
the time to determine the impact on the environment. The
rational for the study was to justify an appropriate number
of non-native, non-wild animals into an ecosystem and not
cause harm to the ecosystem and the native wildlife. Be
mindful, due to the lack of rainfall and snow in Nevada, that
it makes our ecosystem extremely sensitive. Our recovery
after damage is extremely slower than wetter climates.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Cabela’s as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor
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UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!
Tom and Tammi Czyz invite you to come
see the new and continuing upgrades!
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Czyz’s
as a 39th Annual Banquet
Sponsor

RV Hookups
Restaurant, Bar & Pool Table
Tent Camping Available
Two Motel Rooms

MAJOR'S PLACE BAR & RV PARK

The tipping point is the fact that feral horses can reproduce
at an alarming rate. They will double every four years. By
2022, we could see over a 160,000 horses and burros at large
on our sensitive eco-system. Our eco-system is currently
suffering. This overabundance of horses and burros will
logarithmically damage the environment in the future.
It has been prescribed by horse advocates that the horse
problem is related to the cattle population. The problem
with that is twofold. First, the cattle are managed and it is
required that they do not overgraze, besides it would put
the rancher out of business. Secondly, ranching has been
a business and a lifestyle for hundreds of years. It is selfsustaining. Horse advocates are not restrained by purchasing
cattle ranches and allowing horses to roam. That may be a
tough business but if they do use BLM land for their horses
and burros, then they too need to follow the BLM rules and
not over graze the land. Cattle are not free roaming, cattle
are managed and horses and burros are not.

86%* of Nevada is in the public hands. If Nevada was more
like the mid-west and the east coast, we would not be having
this discussion. I applaud any horse advocate to buy private
land and do as they see fit, just don’t make demands on
public lands that we all share in. It is not fair to the general
public and clearly not fair to the native wild animals. For
example, we have heard and read numerous articles on the
plight of the Sage Grouse. How can we stand by and allow
just one riparian area get destroyed by over grazing and over
use by feral horses and burros? How do we confidentially
turn a blind eye to indigenous animals and allow them to
be forced out by a non-native feral animal? If your neighbor
had 72 feral cats, would you ignore it? If your community
had packs of feral dogs, would you stand by and hope no
child gets hurts or other pets get eaten?
As a child I can remember seeing my first free roaming
horse and was enamored by it. Some of my most memorable
experiences in my life have been on the back of a horse for
nine hours, heading off into the wilderness. Not one group
has more rights than another. I hope that science prevails,
not shouting louder than others. I invite all people on both
sides to go to these remote locations and see for themselves.
Bring along 30 year old photos and see what has changed
in just the last decade for yourself. Don’t trust anyone until
you have seen it with your own two eyes and compare it to
the old photos.

Pat Pinjuv
NBU President

* these are estimates.

Photo by Victor Trujillo

ELY, NEVADA
Just 26 miles SE of Ely on Highway 93
(775) 591-0347
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IN THE FIELD

Editors Note: Please feel free to email us a picture of you in your NBU gear for
the journal. Emails can be sent to Lydia Peri at Peri.Lydia@gmail.com.

Gold Ram Barbecue at the Granite Ranch for Chuck Jeannes

Brad Pillsbury, Matt Pillsbury, Jay
Read, Chris Cefalu, Zac Harrison,
Michelle Pillsbury and Matt Sweitzer.
Congrats Michelle!

Jason Ispisua

Jess Lesperance

NBU Director
Paul Young

Chuck Jeannes
NBU Director
Steve (Rocky)
Hall
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Matt Fogarty,
Trevor Puryear
and Seth Puryear

Roger McCosker
in Wyoming

Kevin Vogt (Nevada Silver State
Desert Bighorn Sheep Tag)

Brett Long and Steve (Rocky)
Hall with an Arizona Coues

NBU Vice President Tom Fennell

Rick Garzoli with guide Sam
Richardson & wrangler Maya Poirier
of Arctic Red River Outfitters

Rich Seitzinger Sr. finally drew this tag after
32 years of applying. He's had 2 knee and 1
hip replacement. He spent 7 days scouting
and 7 days hunting. His pedometer for 7 days
hunting said 91,080 steps roughly 35 miles.
Congrats Richard!

Mel Belding's 2019 Bull accompanied by Mike, Kristie and
Louie Marchese, Diana Belding, Thomas Baker and Kyle Neill

Kyle Meintzer's Desert Bighorn
Sheep harvested August 18 in the
White Mountain unit in California
at 12,800 elevation
10
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges

Fur and Feather Taxidermy
Ibamba Safaris
Jarbidge Wilderness Guide & Packing
Reno Vulcanizing
Turkey Guide Service, Mark Montgomery
Walker River Outfitters

as 39th Annual Banquet Sponsors

SCI FIRST FOR HUNTERS
SCI FIRST FOR NEVADA HUNTERS

The biggest and the
best returns to Reno!!
Ask any member who has attended
the SCI Convention and you likely
will hear, “Sensational, you have to
go! It is the Ultimate Sportsmen’s
Market and it’s a knockout!”
The allure of SCI’s 2019 Annual
Convention attracted over 15,000
attendees. This hunters’ heaven
has everything the mind can dream
of and occupies over 425,000
square feet of exhibit space. Six continents are under one
roof where members come to book hunts, rendezvous with
old friends and shop for the latest shooting and hunting
equipment. That only scratches the surface of what one
can do at SCI’s Annual Hunters’ Convention. This is one
of the go-to shows of the year for numerous outdoor
personalities, making for plenty of autograph and photo
“selfie” opportunities!

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
the Evans Group as a
39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

SCI WANTS TO OPEN THE CONVENTION
CENTER TO THE NEVADA HUNTER!
February 5-8, 2020 will be the final year the SCI convention
will be in Reno and to commemorate the occasion, the
organization is offering a special invitation to Nevada
Sportsmen to spend a day taking in all this fantastic event
has to offer!
Current Nevada Residential Hunting and/or Fishing License
holders who want to experience the Ultimate Sportsmen’s
Market, SCI is offering you a chance to attend the annual
SCI Convention for a discounted price of $35 for a one-day
pass. This offer is for Friday, Feb. 7 or Saturday, Feb. 8.

Representatives for these great manufacturers:

In addition to the floor access pass, there will be a special
offer given to you for a discount one-year SCI membership.
The one-year membership form will be given to you
at registration to be filled out and dropped off at the
Membership booth for only $35. This is a savings of $30
for a one-year membership to SCI!
Also, with your $35 Nevada Hunting and/or Fishing license
entry fee, your spouse can get in for $35, too, and kids
under 17 years old are free.

There are dozens of informative and educational seminars
designed to provide attendees opportunities to learn new
hunting techniques or refine old ones, discover imaginative
ways to prepare wild game or to glean tips on the best
care for your equipment and gear. Countless topics that
appeal to the hunting sportsman are covered. This year
will also include a free youth activity pavilion featuring a
5,500-gallon trout fishing tank!
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Limitations apply to this special one-year membership
opportunity regarding participating in this year’s silent
auction, live auction and ticket dinner events. A one-year
membership fee of $65 and Auction Registration and/or
event tickets would have to be purchased at registration.
SCI and the SCI Foundation provide the voice of the hunter
in treaties that affect hunting and wildlife conservation
worldwide. This is where SCI and SCI Foundation go
beyond what other hunter organizations do and why their
work in this arena is critical to preserving the right to hunt.
Learn more about SCI by visiting www.safariclub.org
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After the Smoke Settles

By Caleb McAdoo
With the support of NBU, NDOW and our other generous
contributors were able to add nearly $3.2 million dollars
towards fire rehabilitation efforts in 2018, making up nearly
30 percent of all statewide fire rehabilitation efforts. To
accomplish this task, however, our reserves and resources
were largely depleted by putting our all into rehabbing the
severely impacted areas.

It is no secret to the readers of this journal that the 2018
fire season was a huge hit to Nevada’s Wildlife. In 2018,
the Martin Fire was the largest fire recorded in the Silver
State’s history at 435,569 acres, covering an area 57 miles
long and 31 miles wide. This human caused fire made up
almost half of the nearly 1-million acres burned in the State
of Nevada in 2018. The Martin Fire was and continues to
be, a priority for restoration.

Thankfully, 2019 offered some level of reprieve of new fires
with only 85,000 acres burned statewide. This smaller
2019 fire season allowed us to proportionally treat more
of the total acres this year, as well as allowing us to “revisit” some 2018 fires, like the Martin Fire to follow-up on
chemically fallowed areas from 2018. Again, NBU-Reno
has met the challenge of fire rehabilitation head-on with
a generous donation of $115,000.00, recognizing that
rehabilitation efforts are multi-year efforts. While this
year’s burned acreage was significantly lower than that of
2018, the collective drain on resources from the 2018 fire
season demanded that seed inventories be replenished
concurrent to rehabilitating priority areas that burned in
2019, as well as implementing proactive and strategically
located fuel break treatments in coordination with the BLM
to limit megafire starts in the future and to protect the
rehabilitation investments made in past years.
On behalf of NDOW and our Federal partners, we want to
commend NBU Reno in their unwavering commitment to
Nevada’s Wildlife, as it is consistently demonstrated time
and time again. If you are a member of NBU, you should
be damn proud to be associated with a group that invests
its money in on the ground projects to make the biggest
impact for Nevada’s wildlife.
But perhaps more alarming than a single megafire the size
of the Martin fire is that in 2018 we had two megafires. The
South Sugarloaf Fire consumed nearly 233,000 acres and
started nearly right where the Martin fire ended. When you
consider that in almost a 20-year period between 1980
and 1999, the State of Nevada burned “only” 4 million
acres, the acreage from these two 2018 fires alone made
up the equivalent of 17 percent of what had burned in a
20-year period. Unfortunately, megafires in Nevada are
becoming bigger and they are occurring more often.
They are occurring despite a nearly 95 percent success
rate in initial attack by agency and volunteer fire fighters.
That’s a pretty good success rate. Unfortunately, the fivepercent of starts that occur that are not put out on initial
attack are more frequently becoming large-scale fires
and burning across habitats which native wildlife depend
upon for survival and are often resulting in vegetation type
conversions to annual grasslands. This creates a positive
feedback loop of more and more fire and more and more
invasive annuals.

Just look at 2018 in closer detail and you’ll see what I mean.
In 2018, Nevada Bighorns Unlimited stepped up to the plate
along with numerous other cooperators and Sportsman
Groups and met fire rehabilitation head on with a financial
contribution of $150,000.00 towards rehabilitating the fire
ravaged landscapes! This money was strategically used
and leveraged to effectively and efficiently accomplish
rehabilitation in critical habitats. The money was used to
purchase pre-emergent herbicide and forage kochia, as
well as to pay for aerial seeding and seed transport. The
dollars donated by NBU-Reno alone leveraged nearly
$600,0000 of other federal dollars towards rehabilitating
some of the most critical wildlife habitat burned in Nevada.

So, what happens after the smoke settles on fires in Nevada?
With acreage sizes like those mentioned above, everyone
realizes that partnerships are key. The problem is far too
big for one agency or entity to address alone. In Nevada,
the most key partnerships for achieving meaningful postfire habitat restoration for wildfire in Nevada have been
between sportsmen’s groups like NBU Reno, the Bureau of
Land Management and NDOW. Working together, these
entities leverage resources, talents and volunteers to put
the best foot forward in rehabilitating critical habitats for
species like mule deer, sage-grouse and bighorn sheep.
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RANGEMASTER 2800.COM
Accurate long-range targeting, easier than ever.
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Leica
as a 39th
Annual Banquet
Sponsor
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Legacy Scholarships
The NBU Legacy Scholarship Program was developed to honor individuals that have contributed significant time and
resources to NBU. The program was also developed to commemorate the accomplishments of NBU throughout our history.
It’s our goal as sportsmen and working professionals to leave a legacy of wildlife conservation for future generations. We
feel that supporting students with academic scholarships will aid our mission and benefit Nevada’s wildlife immensely.
Funding for this program comes from countless sportsmen volunteer hours and dollars. This summer, NBU selected 4
students as the recipients of the Legacy Scholarship Program. Learn about them below!

Abigail Bake
Washington State University
Major: Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
For as long as I can remember, I have had an intense desire to pursue a
career in the medical field. As I began raising swine for 4-H, I developed
a love for taking care of animals, and decided to combine my interest in
medicine with my passion for animal care, and thus my dream of becoming
a veterinarian was born. There are many career choices within the vast
veterinary profession. Recently, I have discovered an area of veterinary
medicine that provides me the opportunity to combine my passion of
caring for animals with another passion; contributing to the goal of the
conservation of Nevada’s wildlife. Being raised in a family of hunters,
I was out on my first hunt by the age of six. From a very young age, I
have understood the importance of population control and conservation
through trapping and especially hunting. With my hunting background
and passion for caring for animals, I have become very interested in
pursuing a career in wildlife veterinary medicine. While volunteering
with the Nevada Department of Wildlife on a pronghorn capture, I had
the opportunity to work hands-on with a veterinarian that monitored the
health of the animals throughout the capture, and it has been one of the
greatest privileges I have enjoyed thus far. The opportunity to combine
my love of the outdoors and wildlife with my passion of caring for animals
sparks an excitement in my heart that drives me to think outside of the
box of a traditional career as a veterinarian. It is hard to believe that my
goal of becoming a veterinarian is becoming a reality, and I am excited
beyond words to be a student of the College of Veterinary Medicine at
Washington State University. Having the support of NBU as I continue
my education is extremely meaningful to me. Not only do I appreciate
the financial support, but it also serves as additional motivation for me
to work hard throughout these next four years so I can return to Nevada
and give back to the community that has given me so much.

From loading user ballistic profiles via Bluetooth® and the all-new Leica Hunting app to optional
direct pairing with the Kestrel Elite featuring Applied Ballistics, long-range point-of-aim adjustments
have never been easier, faster, and more accurate thanks to the new Rangemaster 2800.com.
Pairs seamlessly with best-in-class Kestrel Elite with Applied Ballistics for a compact, exceptionally
capable and cost-effective ballistics solution
Best-in-class Leica optical and ranging performance to 2,800 yards
Onboard Leica ABC® ballistics system delivers accurate solutions to +/- 1,000 yards
Store multiple ballistics profiles in the app and easily update Rangemaster in the field

See your Leica dealer today or visit www.leica-sportoptics.com

Eric Wegren
Montana State University
Major: Civil Engineering
Nevada’s wildlife means just about everything to me. I grew up hunting
and fishing in Nevada, and some of my favorite memories are being in
Nevada’s outdoors with my family. The days spent hiking after chukar,
glassing for deer, and casting flies to fish have bonded me close with
my parents and sister. These activities have become my passion. To me,
Nevada’s wildlife means spending valuable time with those you care
about.
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With the help of the NBU Legacy Scholarship, I will be able to continue
my education at Montana State University where I am studying civil
engineering with an emphasis on bio-resources. I am specifically
interested in hydraulics and hydrology engineering. With this degree,
I hope to build a career around engineering for wildlife and natural
systems. The NBU Legacy Scholarship helps tremendously with tuition
and fees, and will allow me to finish my senior year at MSU.
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Erin Moyer
The College of Idaho
Major: Environmental Studies w/ Conservation Biology Focus
Minor: Data Science
As a mountain goat finds its niche among the rugged slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, I have found my niche among the conservation biology sector
of the environmental studies program at my undergraduate college. The
expansion of human activities like agriculture, settlement, industry, and
overharvesting has stressed wild animal populations to the brink, and
many are in dire need of protection. As an environmentalist, outdoorenthusiast, and animal-lover at heart, I have always known that this
career path is where I should apply myself.
Although I am not entirely certain of my long-term career goals, my
short-term goals are to become well-educated in the realm of ecology
and animal physiology through various course offerings at my college
and to gain experience monitoring wildlife through a set of biological
field technician positions during the summer. Most recently, I received
the opportunity to volunteer with the Humboldt Toiyabe National Forest
Service to help monitor vulnerable Colombia Spotted frog populations in
Eastern Nevada, an experience I found most gratifying.
As a recipient of the Nevada Bighorns Unlimited Legacy Scholarship, I
remain committed to bettering myself and my abilities towards a career in
wildlife conservation, and am eternally grateful towards the organization
for their generosity in offering financial aid to students like me so that we
may afford to achieve these dreams.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
New Zealand Hunting Safaris
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

www.trophyhuntingwanaka.com

Auckland

1.2hr Flight

Queenstown

Zachary Bess
University of Nevada, Reno
Major: Master’s of Science: Biology

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Vortex
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

I would like to thank Nevada Bighorns Unlimited for the
generous scholarship funds afforded to me. I will use the
funds to cover my 2019 tuition at University of Nevada,
Reno. I am currently a graduate student and completing
a research thesis concerning the effects of non-native
planktonic aquatic species on the clarity, nutrient
levels, and algae of Lake Tahoe. Beginning next year,
I will be pursuing a project that is an evaluation of the
conservation status of all of Nevada’s native fish species.
Nevada’s aquatic wildlife is unique, and is often
overlooked by the population of our state. Despite being
the most arid of the states, Nevada has tremendous
aquatic endemism, meaning that many of the aquatic
species found in Nevada cannot be found in other
states. For instance, 11 fish species found in Nevada
are endemic. Ash Meadows National Wildlife Refuge in
southern Nevada has the highest level of endemism in all
of the U.S. I will use these scholarship funds to advance
an understanding of aquatic resources and wildlife in
Nevada.
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in LAST 5 YEARS • directed to wild sheep
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JOIN TODAY and Help us “Put & Keep Wild Sheep on the Mountain”
406.404.8750 | wildsheepfoundation.org
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Confessions of a Hunter

By Bernie Crooks

As I look back on over 65 years of a “life style” of outdoors,
and hunting and fishing, I hope that most can identify with
my thoughts. At least I hope you do, and maybe have some
similar thinking.
When my dad started me out on a long life of being an
outdoor sportsman, I had a lot of lessons to learn. We
didn’t have any Hunter Ed programs, nor did anyone even
teach me “ethics,” only safety. And “don’t shoot anybody”!
I can remember one time I was on a pheasant hunt with my
dad and his friends, and I defied a rule of safety. Safety and
trigger testing often goes the wrong way. My 410 went off
because of the clicking on and off. I tried to lie that I’d shot
at a bird. It didn’t work, and I had to spend the rest of the
trip in the car. That was my first hard lesson.

recognized so badly that when I was able I hunted alone.
When I was skipping school you could find me in the field
or off to the ponds (not real good for the school grades).
I was often successful and bragged to anyone that would
listen.
Well, eventually my drive became so driven “limiting” and
“filling” my tags were the most important thing about a
trip. Don’t get me wrong though, the comradery was
always there as I started hunting with our groups, and
became more so as the “draw” led to limited tags. Then I
finally started rooting for the ones in our group to get their
tags filled and considered their achievement as also part
of mine. I guess that was a step in the right direction. Still
when the tag was mine, filling it was an obsession. I always
had a great time in camp after doing that, and felt very
relieved.

I harvested this buck almost 40 years ago on Copper
Mountain in Elko County. A memorable hunt with Judge
Larry Hicks, John Rose, and Charlie Barnes. We had
hunted together since high school. Those were the days
way before the "draw".

be with. However I did lose a lot of sleep in Base Camp. By
the way I was very proud.
I did fall back during my last sheep hunt a few years ago. My
drive was so huge I was really quick on the trigger, and was
not satisfied with the ram that I took. So much so I didn’t
write my usual story, and was almost embarrassed about
the hunt. When I took the horns down to have them plaque
mounted, I have to thank my good friend the taxidermist
for chewing my butt when he said “hey that’s a Nevada
Bighorn, there’s a lot of hunters who wish they could have
hunted that ram!”
A light has gone on. When I sat in camp indulging in a
few cocktails, I had felt sorry for myself. I’m looking at
my Nevada ram as I write, and I’m now “proud” of the
achievement at my age. When I re-live that trip over and
over, would I have done it differently? Absolutely, but I’m
proud of my Nevada ram.
Over the years I have harvested my share of exceptional
deer, elk, antelope, two rams, and caught some great fish.
You NBU young people reading this, be a good sportsmen,
and sportswomen. Have a good time in the field and
always respect our wildlife. I feel I can be assured if you are
raised with a NBU background, you will be as proud with
our prized heritage, as I am.
By the way I usually end with the same line: Thank God at
77 years I still get “Buck Fever” !!!

Reaching New Heights in

Environmental
Excellence

When I got a little older I was allowed to go out alone when
Dad and the others were into their afternoon cocktails.
One time I got into the harvested birds in the car and put a
couple of the best looking roosters in my bag. On returning
to the cabin I had all kind of stories about how I had shot
those two fine birds. Dad bragged me up and I have always
felt guilty about that lie. I never corrected my lie.
I envied those who got birds and those who could show
them off when they got back to the car. I looked forward
to learning their knowledge and expertise in the sport
that I was beginning to love, and envied anyone who
was successful. When duck hunting, I remember the
disappointment and anger when an adult would claim a
shot and bird that I knew I had harvested. I wanted to be
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The above feelings and behavior above has tapered off as
the years had gone by, but has been a tough thing to deal
with. I received a break by doing Hunter Ed and working
with youth and the expectation of their times coming in the
field. I see my own youthful competiveness in them.
It is amazing how competitive some beginners can be,
and they are an education to me of how I evolved with my
thinking.
Changing is tough; recently my wife had an elk tag. I
cannot tell you how important it was for me for her to be
successful in my mind. Her hunt was rewarded with a fine
bull. I wasn’t with her up the mountain because of a health
issue. Besides the guide was a far better choice for her to

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Barrick
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
Big Horn Olive Oil Company
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor
Learn more at barrick.com/responsibility
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The Wounded Hero Program

By Tom Fennell

Each year, NBU has the privilege of helping out with a
great program put on by the Nevada Outfitters and Guides
Association (NOGA) called the Nevada Wounded Heroes
Hunt. The program was created by NOGA to say thank you
and give back to Nevada military veterans or active duty
members.

About this year’s hunt, Marquell commented “Leadership is
a contact sport and I’m truly grateful to NBU and all those
that helped for being a leader in Nevada’s outdoor sports,
and doing this for me and my family. Being selected to
participate in NBU and NOGA’s Wounded Hero hunt was a
humbling experience”.

Every year, NBU either purchases a landowner tag or works
with key landowners for a donation of the tag for this great
cause.

For our service members, the ability to hunt big game in the
west is hard to make a reality with work schedules, active
duty requirements and family obligations. So as sportsmen
and women, having a program like this is a small way to
say thank you and give back to someone who was willing
to lay down their life for the country which we live in today.
I can’t think of a better feeling then being out in Nevada
chasing speed goats. And I’m thankful we have military
service members like Marquell who are there to serve and
protect the country where we have so much to be thankful
for and to enjoy.

This year NBU and Kinross Bald Mountain, A Kinross Gold
Corporation Company, graciously donated an antelope tag
for Unit 144 in Eastern Nevada.
With the help of Ken Bunker, we were able to identify an
extremely deserving active duty USAF member, CMSgt
Marquell Fallin to participate in the hunt.

Editors Note:
Thank you to Anthony
Miller of Classic Diamond
Guide
Service
for
donating his guiding time
to this hunt.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
Dillinger River Outfitters as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

Also a big thank you to
Suzanne
Featherstone
and Josh Roderick of
Kinross Bald Mountain.
Kinross has been a very
generous supporter of
wildlife causes in the state
of Nevada, and were great
to work with on this.

CMSgt Marquell Fallin enlisted in the Air Force in
September, 1993 and has served in a variety of aircraft
maintenance related positions of increasing leadership
responsibility around the world. He holds the rank of Chief
Master Sergeant (E-9), and recently transferred from Nellis
AFB to Edwards AFB, where he is Director of Maintenance
for the 412th F16 Maintenance Unit. His career has covered
several world-wide deployments with piloted and remotely
piloted aircraft, with responsibility for sustainment of
intense combat flying during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM,
NEW DAWN, Joint Special Operation Task Force JUNIPER
Shield, and other engagements.
As Marquell advanced in his Air Force career, he also
obtained two Associate degrees from the Community
College of the Air Force, a Bachelor’s degree from Wayland
Baptist University and a Master’s degree from University of
Oklahoma in Administrative Management.

Committed to
Environmental
Conservation

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Kinross
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor

• The first Nevada mining
operation to fully implement
the Sage-Grouse Conservation
Credit System
• A proud supporter of Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited

Outdoor activities and hunting have remained an important
part of his family life, which includes his three children
Marissa, Marquell Jr and Maddison. His assignments have
allowed him to hunt in several states and Japan during his
career.
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kinross.com
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James Lathrop and Wayne Capurro Memorial Internship
This internship program is designed to provide those graduating high school seniors or current college or university
students that have a sincere interest in pursuing a career in wildlife management an opportunity to earn funds to help
support his/her college education. Selected interns will become paid seasonal employees of the Nevada Department
of Wildlife (NDOW). They will receive 'on-the-job' training to provide them with practical knowledge and experience to
enhance their college studies and future careers.
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited (NBU) underwrites a portion of this internship program which is co-named in honor of one of
their founding members - James Lathrop. Additional funding support is provided by the Nevada Wildlife Record Book and is
also named in memoriam for one of their founding members – Wayne Capurro. Both men made outstanding contributions
to wildlife management through their roles as hunters, volunteers, organizers and advisors to the Department, the Nevada
Board of Wildlife Commissioners and the many wildlife-oriented organizations that mutually support the sustained health
of Nevada's wildlife resource.
Here are brief summaries of 5 year end reports from interns. To read the full reports, visit www.nevadabighornsunlimited.com.

Josh Kirk
Josh Kirk is a second year intern with this program and was stationed in the eastern
region of the state working with several big game biologists. Josh experienced several
intense lightning storms and had a few sticky situations but managed to make the
most of his summer. He assisted with ruffed grouse drumming surveys, Rocky Mountain
Bighorn health surveys, and set several cameras up on guzzlers. He was present at
several fence and guzzler builds with NBU volunteers. His most memorable experience
was helping with a necropsy of a cow elk as he learned about the main organs and
investigated the cause of death.
“I cannot help but think how lucky and thankful I am to have the opportunity to be a
James Lathrop and Wayne Capurro intern. It is truly humbling to have been able to
receive this internship named after these men who both made amazing contributions to
Nevada’s wildlife, which is something I am aiming to do as well. This summer was again,
one of the best summers I have ever had, which is funny because that seems to be a
reoccurring trend year after year with this internship. In just two short summers, I have
built a huge bank of knowledge towards wildlife management and field experience that
will stay with me throughout my wildlife career. With the knowledge that I will receive
this year in school, I am looking forward to next summer and applying that familiarity
into the field. I cannot thank the Nevada Department of Wildlife and Eastern Region
biologists, Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, Nevada Record Book, as well as anyone else
who was involved enough in allowing me to gain incredible experience in a career that
I am passionate about and wish to pursue in my future.”

Rhys York
This was Rhys’ third summer in this program and he began his summer retrieving
bighorn sheep collars and setting trail cameras at guzzlers. He experienced his first
helicopter ride to sling materials to a southern Nevada guzzler site. Rhys was able to
capture golden eaglets and put transmitters on them. He did the important work of
scouting out new guzzler sites and continued the summer with helping on numerous
guzzler builds. He met up with other Lathrop-Capurro interns to perform grouse and
vegetation surveys. His final week was spent in Hot Creek and Monitor Valley performing
sheep and antelope surveys.
“The third summer of my Lathrop-Capurro memorial internship was the most
adventurous and exciting summer I have ever had. From the diversity of projects that I
assisted with to the people that I got to work with all made my summer very enjoyable.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife, Nevada Bighorns Unlimited and The Nevada
Wildlife Record Book have made it possible for me to do what I love every summer
and to educate myself on how NDOW helps with the conservation effort. If it wasn’t
for James Lathrop and Wayne Capurro’s dedication to the wildlife of Nevada, this
opportunity wouldn’t be possible for me. Their legacy has proved immensely valuable
as they laid the groundwork for many future generations to build upon when it comes
to the conservation of Nevada’s wildlife.”

Samuel O’Berto
Samuel spent his second summer internship working on six main projects: Rocky
Mountain sheep survey, Mule deer fawn survey, small game survey, water development
check/repair, wildlife fence building, and elk necropsy. Samuel would be assigned to
collared does and track them by GPS to perform fawn surveys. He set and checked
cameras on small game guzzlers to target Hungarian partridge. He checked several
guzzlers that were at 100% capacity after a wet spring in Northeastern Nevada. Samuel
learned how to install a variety of fences that served several purposes for a range of
targeted species.
“To say that the season of 2019 was good or great would be an understatement. The
truth is, I cannot put it into words or on paper. The people that I have met and worked
with have given me memories and knowledge that I will remember and recall on for
the duration of my wildlife career. I would like to thank the Nevada Department of
Wildlife, Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, and the Nevada Wildlife Record Book for making
this internship possible. So, as you finish my summer report, I hope I have given you
a brief understanding of our state’s wildlife, and what a Lathrop/Cappuro Intern does
underneath the Nevada sky!”

Kyle Larsen
Kyle spent his fourth and final Lathrop-Capurro summer involved in a variety of surveys
and projects. He began with bighorn sheep assessments and lamb recruitment. He
spent time with the Karelian bear dogs and worked with a research team from Michigan
State University checking hair snare traps and trail cameras for bears. Kyle spent a
great deal of his summer on water development projects and was able to help load
materials in the helicopter on a few sites. He performed a number of brood surveys for
chukar, sage grouse and ruffed grouse.
“Before I knew it, my summer was over, and looking back on the experiences, I had
encountered so many new and memorable things. Over the course of my last four
seasons as a conservation aid, I have gained unbelievable amounts of field experience
and knowledge, in addition to great memories. This internship has shown me an example
of what it is like to be a biologist in Nevada and has proved to me that conserving
Nevada’s wildlife is what I want to do in my future. I will be graduating in the spring of
2020 from the University of Montana Western with a Bachelor of Science degree in Ecology focusing on Fish and Wildlife
Management. With that degree and the knowledge I have gained from being a Lathrop & Capurro intern, I can work hard
to become a biologist so that I can do my best at preserving and conserving Nevada’s wildlife for future generations. I
cannot thank the NDOW biologists and staff in all three regions for taking me under their wing and teaching me skills and
knowledge that I can use to be successful in my future. I would also like to give a huge thanks to Nevada Bighorns Unlimited,
the Nevada Wildlife Record Book, and Nevada Department of Wildlife for giving me the opportunity to experience this
field of work and gain the memories and knowledge that will help me pursue my goal of working with wildlife in the future.”
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Seth Wilson
This was Seth’s first summer as a Lathrop Capurro intern and he worked along several
game biologists. He was accompanied by Kyle Larsen on reconstructing small game
guzzlers, retrieving GPS collars, getting DNA samples from captured bears and
performing upland bird surveys. It was a different experience for him to do chukar
surveys in the summer rather than hunting them during the fall. Seth also helped with a
bighorn sheep trap and transplant which was an experience he will never forget!
“I’ve known since a young age that I wanted to work outside. When I first heard about
this internship in the summer going into high school I knew without a doubt it was
something I wanted to strive for. Four years later, here I sit behind the screen of my lap
top in the midst of my first week as a full time college student reminiscing about my
first summer as a Lathrop Capurro intern. As I reflect on the incredible experiences I
had and the bevy of new skills that I learned, I can’t help but feel grateful to have had
these amazing opportunities. I would like to thank Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, Nevada
Wildlife Record Book and the Nevada Department of Wildlife for helping to make all of
this possible and continuing to preserve Nevada’s spectacular wildlife and habitats for
generations to come.”
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Editors Note: We love seeing your throwback photos! Send us your best
oldschool photos so we can see what the good ol’ days used to be like!
Photos can be emailed to peri.lydia@gmail.com

Throwback Photos
1

4
5

2

6

7

3

8

9

1. March 1990 sheep release article
2. Pyramid Lake Sheep Release (1990)
3. Rick Garzoli in July of 1997
4. George Flournoy, Clint Capurro, John Capurro, Jim Lathrop, Roy Lerg,
Jim Puryear, Robert Senter, and Wayne Capurro
5. Senter Sheep hunt
6. Robert Senter and George Flournoy
7. Robert Senter
8. Robert Senter with NBU's first auction tag. This tag went for $45,000
and was taken in the Arrows
9. Robert Senter and Jim Lathrop
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NB Ewes

By Casey Zweifel

Congrats to Michelle, one of the Ewes,
on her successful desert sheep hunt!
First, we would like to give a big shout out and congratulations to our
very own Lydia Peri on being a winner for Reno’s 2019 Twenty under 40
awards! She has given so much to our community and this award is welldeserved. Congratulations Lydia!
Giving back this time of year is incredibly impactful. For a lot of us this
is the most wonderful time of the year, but it’s easy to forget for a lot of
people and families in our own communities, it is not. The Ewes have had
several service projects to start off the holiday season to help give back
to the community. Hannah Isbister, Lydia Peri and Taysha Schroder served
with WeCare in November. Servers dished up wild game burritos made
possible by all the generous game meat donations we have received this
year. This was the last time WeCare will be serving at the Record Street
location, but they’re only moving a few blocks away and the program will
pick back up shortly. Our “Got Meat?” program has been very successful,
and we are going to expand our support to additional local organizations
and families in need. If you’d like to donate game meat, please check out
the information below and reach out to us anytime for a pickup.

This is our third year attending Wreaths Across America. Each December on National Wreaths Across America Day
(December 14th), the mission to remember, honor, and teach is carried out by coordinated wreath-laying ceremonies at
Arlington National Cemetery and more than 1,600 additional locations in all 50 U.S. states, at sea, and abroad. Wreaths
Across America strives to remember our fallen heroes, honor those who serve, and teach our children about the sacrifices
made by veterans and their families to preserve our freedoms. If you have not been a volunteer at this event yet, you may
want to put it in your calendar for next year. It is truly an honor to give our veterans a little thank you by laying wreaths
on their headstones.
We have one upcoming event on the calendar so far. Our second BINGO event will be held at the Wal in February. Watch
our Facebook page for additional details. We would love to see you there.
It’s never too early to start thinking about the banquet, and we are very excited for you to see the new gift to mark the
45th year! We are also collecting empty baskets to compile prizes. Please let us know if you have any leftover baskets
after the holidays that you would like to donate.
If you would like to volunteer with us at events, donate meat or hunting apparel, please call us at (775) 276-5108 or email
us at nbuewes@gmail.com. Follow us on Facebook and Instagram to stay connected!
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O U R S P E C I A LT Y I S

Recipe By Danielle Prewett

Variety…

We will be highlighting game recipes every journal issue. If you have a recipe that
you would like to share, please email Lydia Peri at peri.lydia@gmail.com.
Danielle Prewett is the founder of Wild and Whole and is the MeatEater Wild Foods
Contributing Editor. Wild and Whole started in 2016 as her passion project. Cooking and
photographing food was a creative outlet, now it’s a way for her to express a meaningful way
of life and to explore what it means to connect with food. She wants to help others learn how
to cook and enjoy a variety of wild game in healthy, everyday meals. To see more recipes,
visit www.wildandwhole.com or www.themeateater.com.

Supports
Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited

Antelope Sausage with Apple and Sage
It’s common to pair wild game with the ingredients they were once eating. The forward sage
flavor of antelope tends to garner a lot of complaints, but I think it’s delicious. So instead of
masking it’s character, try enhancing pronghorn by infusing it with fresh herbs, sweet apple,
and savory onions inside of a sausage. If there were ever a quintessential Fall-flavored sausage,
this is it. Grill and serve these with a side of sweet potatoes and cabbage for a full meal.

Ingredients:

5 pounds of venison and pork fatback (25% - 30% fat ratio)
10 feet of fresh hog casings (32-35 mm in diameter)
1/2 large yellow onion, chopped
1/2 tsp cooking oil
1 tbsp. minced, fresh sage
1 tsp. minced fresh thyme leaves

Method:

1 tsp. minced fresh rosemary leaves
1/2 tsp. celery seed
3 tbsp. kosher salt
1 tsp. black pepper
1 1/2 cups finely chopped apple
1/2 cup apple cider, chilled

1. Prepare the meat and fat by chopping into small cubes. Try to remove excess sinew and
silverskin to avoid it wrapping around auger when grinding. Weigh out roughly 3 ½ - 4
pounds of antelope meat, and just over a pound of fatback, or until you get the desired
25% -30% ratio of fat to meat. Spread the meat across a metal sheet tray, or place inside a
metal bowl and transfer to the freezer to chill. You want the meat to be very cold, not quite
frozen, but still have a crunchy texture. In addition to chilling, it’s best to place grinding
parts inside the freezer as well.
2. While the meat is chilling, prepare the other ingredients. Heat the cooking oil in a saute
pan over medium heat. Add the onion and cook until soft and translucent. Measure out
roughly 1 1/3 cups and transfer to a tray or bowl. Place this inside of the freezer to chill.
3. Mince the fresh herbs and pack them into measuring spoons to get the proper amount
needed. Mix the salt and herbs in a small bowl to combine.
4. Prepare the casings according to package instructions if using dried. Both dried and
fresh should be soaked in lukewarm water for at least 10-20 minutes. Additionally, hold
under running water to flush the insides. They should be pliable and odor-free. Thread
the casing onto the feeding tube of your sausage stuffer. Tie a knot at one end and prick
with a needle to release air.
5. Remove all the ingredients from the freezer and set your grinder up according to the
manufacture’s instruction. If your meat is cut into 1” cubes, you can use the plate that has
smallest die. If the cubed meat is in larger chunks, you’ll need to start with the plate that
has large holes, then grind again using the smaller. Fill a tub with ice and place a large
bowl (or the bowl that attaches to a standing mixer if using) inside to keep it cool after
grinding.
6. In a large container, mix the meat, fat, herbs, and the sautéed onion together and grind
into the bowl set over ice.
7. The next step is to create the bind. A standing mixer with paddle attachment works great
for this, but you can also use your hands or spatula. Fold in the diced apple to the meat mixture and slowly mix to combine. Slowly pour
in the chilled apple cider to help emulsify the sausage. The mixture should be tacky to the touch, not crumbly.
8. Pack the bind into the cannister of your sausage stuffer. Slowly extrude the meat into the casings. Don’t overstuff. When finished, tie
the end off with another knot.
9. Create links by pinching in 8-10” intervals, twisting every other link down the entire length of the sausage until finished. Prick any air
pockets with a needle.
10. For best results, place the finished links on a tray inside the fridge, uncovered. Drying them out for up to a day will help the casings set
and create a crispy texture when cooked. Use scissors to cut the links apart when ready to cook.
11. Cook the sausage as desired by either panfrying, grilling, or smoking until they reach an internal temperature of 160 degrees.

B I G O R SMAL L , W E C ATE R TH E M AL L !
• Galas, Parties, Gatherings
• Corporate Functions
• Weddings & Showers

• Pop-ups, Drop-offs
• Way, Way More!

800-400-1610

20 Locations Serving
Northern & Southern Nevada
B L E N D C AT E R I N G R E N O . C O M

NBUGratefully
Gratefully Acknowledges
___________
NBU
Acknowledges
AHERN
a 36th Annual Banquet Sponsor
as aas39th
Annual Banquet Sponsor

CALL MIKE

775.857.7084

WWW.NELSONSTAXIDERMY.COM

Nelson’s Taxidermy proudly supports NBU
and their conservation efforts.
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Maison T Ortiz Youth Outdoor Skills Camp 2019

By Art Zorio

The 9th Annual Maison T Ortiz Youth Outdoor Skills Camp (MTOYOSC)
held July 19-21, 2019 at Winnemucca Ranch, was a tremendous success.
The strong collaboration of the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW),
the Sparks Rotary Club through the Fred Searles Trust, the Northern
Nevada Chapter of the Safari Club International, the Ortiz Family and
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited (NBU) succeeded to provide a full outdoor and
overnight camping experience to children who may not otherwise have the
opportunity to experience Nevada’s outdoors and wildlife-related activities.
This year we had a total of 64 campers: 38 boys and 26 girls. They enjoyed
instruction and support from over 89 adult volunteers on site, serving as
counselors, volunteers and instructors, along with 9 youth mentors who
returned to camp after having attended previous MTOYOSC camps. The
mission statement for MTOYOSC, “Provide an interactive outdoor summer
camp that engages youth in safe, responsible and fun wildlife related
recreational and conservation activities” was fully realized in 2019.
All campers had an opportunity to be exposed to wildlife, habitat, camping,
hunter safety and sportsman’s ethics. Through the two and a half day event,
these future sportsmen, sportswomen and conservationists attended these
hands-on and interactive activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Firearms and hunter safety training
Pellet gun safety and live fire
.22 rifle safety and live fire
Shotgun safety and live fire
Archery safety and shooting on
stationery and flying targets
Fishing for Rainbow Trout
Wilderness Survival
Group Activities
Game calls

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wildlife tracking and identification
Useful knots
S'Mores
Rock climbing
Making para-cord bracelets and walking sticks
Presentations on Wildlife and Conservation
related careers, Black Bear management
• Dutch oven cooking
• Campfire songs
• Other fun camping events

In addition to the numerous volunteers who prepare for and volunteer at this camp, such a successful event
could not happen without the generosity and tremendous support from the following sponsors and donors:
· Nevada Bighorns Unlimited – Founding Sponsor
· Sparks Rotary Club – Founding Sponsor
· Northern Nevada Chapter of SCI – Founding Sponsor
· Maison Ortiz Fund – Founding Sponsor
· Nevada Department of Wildlife – Strategic Partner
· E. L. Cord Foundation
· Nevada Wildlife Record Book Foundation
· Wild Sheep Foundation
· Carson Valley Chukar Club
· Cabela’s Outdoor Fund
· Reno Rodeo Foundation
· NBU Fallon
· NBU Midas
· Dermody Family Foundation
· Hart Foundation
· Ferguson Water Works
· Nine Caribou Productions
· Western Nevada Supply Company
· United Rentals
· Cabela’s Reno Nevada Waterfowl Association
· Q & D Construction

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Nevada Muley’s
Sportsman’s Alliance Foundation
Wasting Arrows
Camelot Party Rentals
REMSA
Truckee Meadows Electric
UNR Cast and Blast
Truckee River Flyfishers
Ducks Unlimited
Pinocchio’s
George Pimpl – Reno Forklift
Mark, Fore and Strike
Laxalt and Nomura – Dan Hayward
Joey Kreutzian
The John Goodnight Family and Friends
Dermody Construction
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Soroptimist of the Comstock
Sparks Rotary Community Fund
Roxie and Azad Joseph Foundation
L/P Insurance Services

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Larry & Marianne Hicks
Norman Ventures – Rick Norman
Catamount Fund
Chukar Chaser Foundation
Bradley Foundation
Vogel Design
Western Turf
Sportsman's Warehouse
A-Team Trash Hauling
Scheels
Pat Kleames
Jim Jackson
Lowell Hunt
Don Caldwell
ABC Fire
Carson City Kennel Club
Capital City Gun Club
Army National Guard
Rich & Tamara Knight
Bonanza Produce
Brad Watega –Stryker Construction

THANK YOU to all of our sponsors and donors!
The MTOYOSC also, by itself or with others, sponsors
alumni events throughout the year, including shooting
events in conjunction with NNSCI and archery events
at Wasting Arrows, to continue to expose campers to
opportunities to be exposed to and develop outdoors
skills, and more to come.

Photo by Rich Viera
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Please visit the camp photo sharing site (mtoyosc.
smugmug.com) to view the 2019 photos of the camp
of the camp. Please visit the MTOYOSC Facebook
Page as well for current updates.
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Youth IN THE FIELD

Andrew (Bear), Sam, Derah and
Ray Anderson

We love seeing what our
youth are up to!
Please send us your photos
to peri.lydia@gmail.com

Dominic Cruz with his first
deadhead find on Halloween

Avery Paul and Maddie Keller

Ben, Carter and Avery Paul

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Scheels
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges African Arrow
as a 39h Annual Banquet Sponsor
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Do you think these bighorn
sheep are thirsty?

Don’t make Nevada’s
wildlife wait for your
support!

Past NBU Director & Water Development Manager Mel Belding
and NDOW Biologist Jason Salisbury

Join NBU Today!
Over the last thirty-eight years, NBU has grown
to become the largest grass roots volunteer
sportsmen’s organization in Nevada, and quite
possibly the country! Through the support of our
members, NBU has raised millions of dollars and
logged literally thousands of volunteer hours to
benefit Nevada’s wildlife. In the past five years
alone, NBU has funded and actively participated in
numerous big game capture, relocation and survey
projects, water development and enhancement
projects, Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild
horse control, made equipment and repair donations
essential to NDOW, participated in disease outbreak
and prevention programs, funded wildlife research
including bighorn sheep, mountain goats, elk, mule
deer and sage grouse studies, supported sound
science predator control programs, awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and
fishing forums, as well as participated in numerous
range restoration projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to
Nevada currently having well over 11,000 bighorn
sheep within our borders. That is more bighorn
sheep than any other state in the lower 48! NBU
has been largely responsible for transplanting

bighorn sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges in
Nevada that bighorns call home. But NBU is not
only about wild sheep! Through the donations
and participation from concerned sportsmen and
sportswomen such as you, NBU has increased
opportunities to hunt big and small game animals,
as well as otherwise enjoying Nevada’s wildlife
experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different
ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in
the Spring of each year; (2) By making a donation to
the Annual Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering
your time one day a year on a project sponsored by
NBU to perpetuate the mission of the organization;
and finally (4) By joining using the application form
on the adjacent page or via our website at http://
NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help NBU perpetuate our mission to protect
and enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for
sportsmen, outdoor and wildlife enthusiasts for this
and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited & Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
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~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393
Reno, Nevada 89515-1393

wildlife revolutions
253 Freeport Blvd. Sparks, NV 89431
775.527.1614 | wildliferevolutions.com
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
Wildlife Revolutions
as a 39th Annual Banquet Sponsor
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